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APPENDIX-B

INTERVIEU-SCHEDULE 

Research Problem ;
-ft CRITICAL STUPT Of TEACHING ENGLISH ftT 
THE SECONDARY STftCE (KARATHl MEDIUM) IN

TftSGftCN TEHSIL".
( A Dissertstion_ for_H_._Phi.l_._Degree )

A) 1) Name and address s ________________
of the School _________________

2) Name of the 5ubject ; _________________________
teacher (beginning • --- - __________________
with surname) . ___________ -

3) Educational
Cuslification ;

a) Academic : ______________________ _
b) Professional : _________________________

- Inservice Training : _________________________

5)-Teaching Experience^! _________________________
(In Complete years)

6) 1) How do you teachT English pronunciation to your 

pupils? ~

2) Uhat difficulties do you face while teaching 
pronunciation?

3) Suggest remedies to overcome the difficulties.
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b) A) How do you teach the structures at the secondary 
school stage? _______________________

5) Whet are the difficulties, do you face while 
teaching the structures? ________________

6) Unat remedies do you suggest to overcome the 
difficulties? ______________________________

7.) Hou do you introduce tne new words in teaching 
English? ______________________________________

8) What difficulties do you face while introducing 
tne new words? ____________________________ _

9) Suggest remedies to overcome the difficulties?

10) How do you develop the Listening skill of 
students? ______ '________ -■

11) What difficulties'do you face while developing 

The Listening Skill of students? __________
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b) 12) Uhat remedies Oo you suggest to overcome the 
difficulties? _______________________________

13) How do you develop tne Speaking skill of 
students? _______________________________

14) Uhat difficulties do you face unile developing 
the Speaking skill? ___________________________

IS) Suggest remedies to overcome the difficulties?

16) Hoc do yco develop toe Reeding skill of students?

17) Uhat are.the difficulties, do you face while 
developing the Reading skill?

• 16) Unat remedies do you suggest to overcome the 
difficulties? _______________________________

19) How do you develop the Writing skill of students?
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L) 20) Uhat difficulties do you face while developing 

the Uriting skillV ___________ ______________

21) Suggest remedies to overcome the difficulties.

22) How do you teach prose lesson at the secondary 
school stage? ________________________

23) Uhat difficulties do you come across while 

teacning prose lesson? ________ _^________

24) Uhat remedies do you suggest to overcome
the difficulties? ______________________

25) How do you teach them poetry?

26) Uhat difficulties do you come across while 
teaching poetry? __________________________

27) Suggest remedies to eradicate the difficulties?

26) How do you teach them grammar?
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6) 29) Uhat ere the difficulties, do you face uhile 

teaching grammar? _____________________

30) Uhat remedies do you suggest to overcome the 
difficulties? _______________________________

31) How do you teach them Composition?

32) Uhat difficulties do you face unile teaching 
Cotr.position?

33; Suggest remedies to overcome tne difficulties?

34) A) Do you tnink the work load given to English

as a third language is sufficient or
proper? Yes/No.

B) If 'No*, Answer the following questions s-
i) How much workload according to you, should 

be given to the teaching of English?

ii) Suggest proper allotment of Workload to
the following aspects of teaching English.
a) Prose _____________  b) Poetry_________
c) Grammar ___________  d) Composition____
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35) A) Do you think some kind of inserviCB training 
in English Language Teaching is absolutely 
necessary? Yes/No

b) If 'No', give reasons and remedies for that.

31) A) Do you feel that the changes in the examination 
system have resulted in better teaching? Yes/No

B) If 'No', give the reasons why the changes in the 
examination system nav6 not improved the teaching 
of English?

37) Uould you like to suggest some points which will add 
and contribute to this research work?

- x - X - X - X -


